Solar Tracker - Task # 789: Update #6

**Status:** New  
**Priority:** Normal  
**Author:** adam hebert  
**Category:**  
**Created:** 10/20/2012  
**Updated:** 10/20/2012  
**Assigned to:** adam hebert  
**Due date:** 10/15/2012

**Subject:** Update #6

**Description:**

*Individual Progress:*

(Midterm week)

- Constructed prototype structure
- Will most likely migrate to Arduino soon
- Fixed comparator Circuit
- Prototype functions for ideal sunlight

**History**

10/20/2012 05:32 pm - adam hebert

- Due date changed from 10/20/2012 to 10/15/2012
- Start changed from 10/16/2012 to 10/09/2012
- % Done changed from 0 to 90